
OUR THOUGHT PROCESS ONLY DRIVE OUR LIFE: 

= Do you drive your  
pet this way? 

or You train your 
pet this way? 

Those people love to train their pet to follow 
them without any enclosure. They leave their 
pet free and train to follow them. Attitude of 
such person mostly have well command over 
their own mind. With such type of people 
maintain mental cool, never fall to short 
temper, and become  free from anger, ego, 
blood pressure, diabetic, mental illness, and 
many such unhealthy health problems.      

Most people love to follow their pet on their 
morning and evening walk. This type of 
people seems like subservient to their pets. 
Such attitude of person mostly follow 
command of their mind. As our mind too act 
like our pet. With such attitude, most people 
loss mental cool, fall to short temper, and 
become victim of anger, ego, blood pressure, 
diabetic, mental illness, and many such 
unhealthy life.      

Space ship takes off  to other planet once each electronic parts 
from every nuke and corner of the fuselage has been perfectly 
connected with the cockpit, controlled by the guild of space 
scientist  Once a single connection faulted the rocket denied to 
budge or back to nose dive even after takes off by chance. 
Similarly, our brain coiled with a maze of 80 billion neuron 
within our brain and 120 trillion cells spreading across our body 
to take us off to the other planet once each of them functions 
flawlessly. So far, only 0.1% human being, like Goutam Buddha, 
Jesus Christ, Prophet Muhammad and so on could able to 
achieve such divine potential, designated as incarnation of God. 
Only soulful follower of creator’s invincible karmic principles  
able to reach such divine path to uplift life potential.        



Do we know where God exist and what is our relationship 
with Him?  

Before find answer to above queries, we should know ourselves: 

1. Who we are? 

2. Where we come from? 

3. What is the purpose of our life? And 

4. Where we are heading towards? 

To get answer to all above queries, we need to know- read between the lines, means  

power to percept the hidden meaning of the sentences we are reading with our divine 

 spectacle.     

1. Who we are?: We each individual soul are packed under sacred gift of our mother’s flesh, blood and bone. 
This unique process has been carried by God/ Almighty/ Creator of this universe, in whichever name we 
know Him. (He is operating this universe with His master computer- the birth, growth, reproduction and 
demise from this mortal earth of 8.4 million types of species has been immaculately managed Him).  

2. Where we come from?: Human being is considered as very special and nearest to the creator. This is why 
human being own a special mental power to live a very high dignified life. Unlike all other type of species, 
our parents gave us a name tag by which we recognize by our society. Our food, cloth, and education being 
taken utmost care by our parents. This sacred fact of life is open secret, but most of us never cared to 
abide by the pious invincible gift along with our birth on this mortal world.   

3.  What is the purpose of our life?: With starting of education, initially from parents, from society and, from 
schools and colleges, we attire with our social responsibilities in respecting our parents as 2nd to the God; 
all our blood relatives are tied by heavenly invincible strings which have to respect till our exit from this 
mundane earth. Apart from this, we too have great responsibility towards the society, we are living in.  
Main objective of our life should be to leave a long lasting shadow, only way  to get multiply heavenly 
wealth on your divine bank balance to spend on next life.   

Humanity is the only 
religion and we should 
respect coming out of our 
narrow religious bigots...!  



4.  Where we are heading on?:  After getting education, we get into our own business, or join service according to our own ability of 
education and mental aptitude.  After securing our income source, we get  merry and enter  into reproductive life. We start bring up 
our  kids, the way we brought up by our parents. At the end of the day, we reach at our Autumn days and fall sick, finally catch bed 
like our parents and fore fathers till our last journey, our soul leaves our body, finally. On the day of  birth we were crying  when our 
loved ones were smiling, on the other hand , on our day of exit, our body remain dormant, soul less,  and our loved ones crying 
incessantly over our demise.               

Cradel-up to 3 years    Education - 22 years   Earning - settle-25 yrs, Earning -M errage-27-30 yrs, Earning-Children-30-35 yrs, Earning-Childrens' Education-40-50 yrears, Earnikng-Child's employmnt '- 60-70yrs, Child- Merriager-75-85 yrs, last stage-87-90yrs+Crematorium     

The above karmic path explain how  99.9% of people on this earth living their life passively:  
1. After coming out of mother’s womb rest the baby on the cradle. During 1st three years of moratorium period, the baby fades up slowly 
 about previous life and start recognize the faces of parents, other family members and the daily care takers. By the age of 3 years the baby 
 begin to recognize colors, voice, toys and gestures of all family members.  
2. On completion of 3 years the baby made ready to join kindergarten for pre-school preparation, for next two years, where the baby 
learn alphabets, drawing, spelling words, songs, stories, etc. 
3. On end of two years, the baby start going to a regular school to study till the completion of 12th class, where he/she grownup to take 
 management or professional study to become a full-fledged professional on his/her field. 
4. Soon after completing the higher study, the young student become a certified professional, ready to join his/her family or individual  
business, or scouting for a suitable job of own choice with ambition to start his/her earning source. 
5. Soon after starting earning, and become helping hand of parents, life shift from bachelor to married by 30 to 35 years of age. Age 
of reproduction stage enters into life path. After marriage, a couple of kids came into life, his/her intensity of love towards parents 
 subsides. Velocity of love and affection that was available prior to marriage start shifting towards spouse and kids. 
6. Our way of  nurturing our kids on the same way we got nourishment from our parents. At the end of the day, when we reach our autumn 
 days, our limbs stop accepting our command, and forced us to catch the bed for the rest of our life, our own kids too respond us on the same 
coin as we were responded to our parents. By the time it would be too late to repent for our failure of family samsanskar (Divine guidance).  
But this passive way of  living our life is not meant for samskarik human being. This kind of lifestyle is absent of vigour and  vitality, as there is 
great dearth of all divine Karmic principles that burnt our inner negative energies like ego, anger, frustration, blame to others, selfishness, tec. 
that make us suffer from 95% of self made diseases like depression, unhappy, blood pressure, migraine, memory loss, and numerous of such 
self created mental and physical problems inside our body. Engulfed by such problems we cannot live our full length of life with vigour and 
vitality. Not only we acquainted to such suffering-full life, but also we force our younger generation to live on the same way. This process 
 is called as ‘Pitru Dos’ in our Indian spiritual language. Because, we also inherited such lifestyle from our parents, and they got from their fore 
 fathers.   
Thus, the only way to correct such problem is to subdue ourselves to the creator of this universe, bit by bit abide by His divine 
Principles and learn to living with nature. Don’t forget that our soul is the source and part of the divine, and each living being on this earth is 
part of it.                 


